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Hello Friends,

As 1Sky completes its third year of operations, I am pleased to enclose our annual report
detailing our work over the past year. On behalf of the entire organization, our allies, organizers 
and supporters, we thank you so much for your continued support of this vital work.

Because of the generosity of donors like you, 1Sky has grown to become one of the largest
collaborative grassroots campaigns for climate action in the country, and we could not have
become this successful without you. Here are a few simple ways you can make a significant
impact on our work:

• $23 will provide materials for an action leader to effectively execute an action 
in their community to generate media-worthy impact and ensure key decision 
makers hear our voices;
$181 will provide a day of  support for a paid organizer working in key states 
to ensure maximum impact through media hits, supporter and volunteer 
recruitment, as well as continued pressure on decision makers in the region;
• $500 will fund a regional training hosted by a 1Sky staff  member and a Regional 
Coordinator to teach movement building and leadership techniques to supporters, 
allies and other key leaders; and
• $1,000 will ensure a 1Sky Regional Coordinator can organize in a key region for 
a year, and allow them to be a point person for volunteers and allies.

To help us continue our vital work, please take a moment now to make a donation to 1Sky. 
All of our efforts are made possible by the generosity of individuals like you and a few 
foundations partners. We can’t continue without you, and as this report demonstrates, we 
do a lot with a little. Have questions? Contact us at giving@1sky.org.

Please make a gift today.

Warmly,

Liz Butler
Campaign Director

PLEASE mAkE A 
gift todAy.

http://www.1sky.org/annualreportgift 
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It's hard to believe three 
years have passed since 
I joined 1Sky as its first 

Campaign Director. We 
have come so far in such a 
short period of time be-
cause of the hard work and 
dedication of our volun-
teers and organizers.

It was with a bittersweet 
mixture of excitement and 

sadness that I stepped down from my role at 1Sky in 
September to consult on social justice issues near and 
dear to my heart — including, of course, climate change.

1Sky has grown from being a start-up in 2007 with a 
devoted founding board of directors, just one staffer, 
i.e. me, and no office, into a powerful grassroots cam-
paign that has worked tirelessly nationwide to push 
our leaders in Washington for bold solutions to the 
climate crisis.

Together, we've grown the climate movement, helped 
secure a climate bill in the House of Representatives, 
fought for strong legislation in the Senate, pushed 
President Obama to take action on climate both at 
home and abroad, and protected the Clean Air Act 
from dirty polluters and their allies in Congress itch-
ing to gut it.

Even though our leaders have deeply disappointed us 
this year by failing to pass a climate bill or even an oil 
spill recovery bill, I'm proud of our achievements and 

I'm confident that we’ve laid a solid foundation for 
climate action in the future.

Big Oil and Dirty Coal have lavished nearly $15 mil-
lion in campaign contributions on members of Con-
gress since 2009, and that money has bought them a 
pass to continue polluting. We need to keep building 
and strengthening this grassroots movement to take 
them on.

Three years ago, I threw myself into the climate 
movement because I knew that the poorest and most 
marginalized people on the planet are being hit first 
and worst by the ravages of global warming. But I 
also did it because I wanted to leave my children Tess 
and Finn with a cleaner, safer world.  Despite recent 
setbacks, I'm confident that the arc of history for the 
climate movement is bending towards the change we 
so desperately need. That's why I'll continue to sup-
port 1Sky’s work after my departure and I know you 
will, too. It's the fight of our lifetimes — we can't just 
throw up our hands in despair and walk away.

Thank you so much for your continued commitment 
to the climate movement.  Onwards!

In Unity,

Gillian Caldwell
campaign Director, 1Sky  
(from September 2007-September 2010)

MESSaGE fROM THE fORMER CaMpaiGn DiRECTOR:  
      GILLIAN CALDWELL
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It is such an honor to take 
over as the new Campaign 
Director after my 

esteemed colleague, Gillian 
Caldwell.  I certainly have big 
shoes to fill in the years ahead. 

Looking back at the past year, 
I am so proud of how far 1Sky 
and the climate movement 
have come.  Our movement 

is stronger, more organized, and better trained than 
ever. We are unwavering in our resolve to secure 
policy that will create millions of green jobs, protect 
us from dirty energy disasters, keep the Clean Air Act 

intact for another year, and put us firmly on the path 
toward a clean energy economy.   In the next year, 
we will continue to build our movement’s power by 
training leaders, pushing Obama to action, and taking 
on Dirty Coal. 

No one ever said that changing the world was easy, 
but I know that we are all up to the task.  Let’s get to 
work!

In Partnership,

Liz Butler

MESSaGE fROM THE CaMpaiGn DiRECTOR:  
          LIz ButLEr

technology and green growth? Scads of experts say 
we cannot continue with our dominant economic 
model. Our fresh water systems, oceans, plant 
and animal species, and atmosphere are facing 
irreversible collapse precisely because our economic 
model is unsustainable. We’re also facing structural 
unemployment at a global level. We need to embrace 
these paradoxical facts.

We must cooperate more closely with those who 
are building resilient communities and economies 
from the ground up. Local and petroleum-free food 
production is the rage. Small scale energy producers 
are up and coming as are car-free urban centers, 
radical energy efficiency and job-creating green 
building initiatives, and land conservation programs 
to connect local farms with local economies while 
protecting habitats for diverse species. We need a new 
plan and last year’s emissions data suggests it must 
involve new thinking about how to generate work, 
security, food, and energy, increasingly at the local 
rather than global level.

Bill McKibben says that we are part of the biggest 
thing ever for the human race. If he is right, it implies 
that we get out of our comfort zones and consider 
ideas that until now have seemed wacky. We need 
to be open to people who disagree with us and 

understand the fears of those who oppose us. And if 
you still feel despondent, consider that so much is in 
bud. I love this poem by Denise Levertov and hope 
you will too. Thanks for giving so much.

bEGinninGS
by Denise Levertov

but we have only begun to love the earth.  
We have only begun to imagine the fullness of  life.
How could we tire of  hope? So much is in bud.
How can desire fail? We have only begun to imagine 
justice and mercy, 
Only begun to envision how it might be to live as 
siblings with beast and flower, not as oppressors.
Surely our river cannot already be hastening into 
the sea of  nonbeing?
Surely it cannot drag in the silt all that is innocent?
Not yet, not yet–there is too much broken that must 
be mended, Too much hurt that we have done to 
each other that cannot yet be forgiven.
We have only begun to know the power that is in us 
if  we would join our solitudes in the communion  
of  struggle.
So much is unfolding that must complete its 
gesture, so much is in bud.

MESSaGE fROM THE bOaRD pRESiDEnT:  
        BETSy tAyLor

Many of us suffered depression in the wake 
of our valiant, yet failed efforts to promote 
comprehensive climate solutions at the 

federal level. 1Sky’s team gave it their all, as did so 
many others. The 1Sky board of directors published 
an open letter (http://www.huffingtonpost.com/
betsy-taylor/an-open-letter-to-all-peo_b_674001.
html) to our allies in September, 2010 outlining 
some of our thoughts about lessons learned and key 
strategies for moving forward. I encourage you to 
read it.

Now is not the time to stand down. We must clarify 
a new vision to match the scale and speed of the 
global warming threat. How about retrofitting 150 
million American buildings in five years to create 
jobs, reduce energy costs, and radically cut carbon? 
What about pushing to redirect billions in private 
contracts for foreign wars to billions in contracts 
for renewable energy? (Our government spends 
more on its military programs than the combined 
defense budgets of all other nations. Geez! Let’s 
rethink what will give us true security – more troops 
in Afghanistan or more wind turbines and electric 
cars displacing our need for foreign oil?) In addition 
to thinking big about where we want to go, we must 
think in new ways about how to get there. We need 
fresh ideas for linking communications, online social 
networking, and old fashioned neighbor-to-neighbor 
outreach. We must tap human hope and our hearts as 
well as minds. In the meantime, I want to point out a 
relatively under-reported and important trend from the 
past year that provides a partial compass for next steps.

Before you throw in the 
towel and move to your 
favorite remote mountain 
top, consider this: In 
2009, energy-related 
carbon dioxide emissions 
in the United States saw 
their largest absolute and 
percentage decline (405 
million metric tons or 7.0 
percent) since record keeping 

began more than 60 years 
ago. Across all sectors of the economy, decreasing 
consumption of fossil fuels resulted in both lower 
carbon intensity and lower absolute emissions. 
The economic slow-down was the primary factor. 
The increased cost of coal and the drop in price of 
natural gas also contributed, and we may be seeing 
some positive impacts from the rapid growth of 
wind power and other positive trends, but it was the 
economic downturn that led to lower emissions.

The implications of this are controversial and 
profound. As we regroup to phase out existing 
coal plants, defend the EPA’s authority to regulate 
carbon, promote green jobs, and strengthen clean 
energy policies at the state level, we should pause. 
The economy slowed way down and so did emissions. 
Does this mean we should advocate for a recession? 
Nobody wants the severe pain that comes with rising 
unemployment, foreclosures, and debt. But, what 
do we want? Can a finite planet sustain an economy 
premised on maximizing growth and consumption? 
Can we reduce emissions simply through improved 
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As we shaped the movement’s singularly focused 
advocacy to leverage our power and tackle fossil fuels, 
we have continued to build and demonstrate society-
wide support directed at the Obama administration 
and Congress to ensure climate and energy solutions 
for our future. It will be nearly impossible to stop 
global climate change and create clean energy jobs 
through a transition to a clean, green economy if 
outdated coal-burning plants are not required to stop 
emitting pollution into our atmosphere. Through our 
work with allies and other partners, we have activated 
existing local, statewide, regional and national 
networks of individuals and organizations around 
climate solutions.

Built to unify the climate movement around three 
interconnected principles, 1Sky is unique in the way 
we calibrate our decision making processes and analyze 
policy initiatives based on the 1Sky Solutions. These 
Solutions outline the scientific necessity for solving 
climate change in the U.S. and around the world. By 
working together for a common set of goals, we can 
empower a vocal and engaged citizen-led movement 
to make the kind of societal changes we need for our 
future generations.

• Create 5 million green jobs and pathways out of poverty by 
rebuilding and refueling america with comprehensive energy 
efficiency mobilization including immediate investment in a clean-
energy infrastructure.

• Reduce global warming pollution at least 35 percent below current 
levels by 2020, and at least 80 percent by 2050. 

• Re-power America by imposing a moratorium on new coal plants 
that emit global warming pollution and replacing dirty fuels like 
coal and oil with 100 percent renewable energy.

1SKY
Solutions

Creating change on the massive scale required to 
tackle the climate challenge necessitates a highly 
collaborative model; the environmental movement 
alone cannot deliver the success we need. Since 1Sky’s 
founding, we have brought powerful new voices into 
the climate movement and amplified the work of 
existing climate groups through our national field 
operations. By emphasizing aligned strategy and 
CEO-level coordination, we are able to work closely 
with our partners and allies to advance solutions to 
global climate change. Our strategy to accomplish 
these goals underscores leadership development and 
capacity building, in addition to cross-sector strategies 
to engage our allies in the climate debate.

To positively influence this defining moment in the 
climate change crisis, 1Sky is working to organize a 
collaborative movement that unites organizations 
and individuals with other leaders and communities 
around the country.  1Sky strives to enact national 
climate policy that: meets the global scientific 
consensus; unleashes the prosperity of a sustainable 
economy; and quickly moves us away from dirty 
fossil fuels such as coal and oil. With cutting-
edge organizing, along with Internet, policy and 
communications support, we are amplifying the 
nation’s collective voice in a way that federal policy 
makers will unmistakably hear.

We also act as a resource clearinghouse for many 
organizations and individuals who want to engage in 
the movement, but need the information and on-
ramps to become active leaders. To encourage active 
participation, 1Sky provides weekly policy updates, 
talking points, sample opinion editorial and letter to 
the editor drafts, as well as tool-kits for participation 
in national calls to action.

While other organizations have similar collaborative 
partnerships, 1Sky is the only coalition oriented, 
volunteer-based campaign on climate and energy 
policy and we have always been clear that we cannot 
place all our eggs in the federal legislative basket; 
we must preserve and advance the EPA’s ability to 
regulate coal, a leading source of global warming 
pollution. In addition, we have a deep, demonstrated 
emphasis on sustained political engagement through 
leadership development and grassroots movement 
building.

1SKY, YEaR THREE: THE TiME TO aCT iS nOW 
(OcTObER 2009 – SEPTEmbER 2010)

Over the past year, 1Sky’s movement and 
leadership building efforts have been 
vital to push forward the federal debate 
on climate and energy policy as well as to 
rally additional voices to pressure federal 
decision makers to take action. We are 
now the largest collaborative campaign 
on climate change in the u.S., with 643 
organizational allies, more than 200,000 
individuals on our e-list, and 4,200+ 
Climate precinct Captains – our volunteer 
organizers who form the front lines of 
our grassroots efforts - working in nearly 
all of the 435 congressional districts 
nationwide and in all 50 states. 1Sky has 
a  team of 33, including nine organizers 
both on-site and across the country and 13 
regional coordinators, volunteer organizers 
receiving a modest stipend, who, with the 
organizers, are coordinating grassroots 
mobilization in 24 key states.

1SKY, YEaR THREE: THE TiME TO aCT iS nOW 
(October 2009 – September 2010)
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supporters across the nation. We use our cutting 
edge Internet team to engage our organizers, 
volunteers and allies at a higher level as well as 
provide these supporters with easy to use materials 
to effectively organize their regions. We have also 
incorporated social media to highlight the work of 
the 1Sky network and our partners across the U.S. 
Additionally, our policy team sends out weekly policy 
updates to campaign allies and volunteers. Through 
our commitment to comprehensive information and 
an easy on ramp for newly involved activists and 
organizations, 1Sky is helping to not only build the 
movement, but to build our network of active, trained 
and informed citizens and organizational partners. 
By providing our activists, allies and other partners 
with the information they need to effectively 
participate in actions across the nation, our policy 
team has the collateral they need through images 
and stories from the actions to translate our work on 
the ground to pressure policy makers on Capitol Hill 
to understand the growing need for solutions to our 
climate crisis.

CHECK uS OuT On TWiTTER, 
faCEbOOK, YOuTubE, 
ipHOnE app, fliCKR

Thank you for making it easy and possible 
for people to let their voice and vote be 
counted. I am grateful and thankful for all 
you do and continue to do for world peace 
and Mother Earth. 
— mARYANNE H. PATLAK, 1SKY SUPPORTER
     mIAmI mEAcH, FL

“Since our campaign launched in 2007, 1Sky has built 
a network of more than 200,000 activists, over 1,000 
businesses, and more than 650 allied organizations 
that support the 1Sky Solutions. Coordinating the 
climate movement through widespread, effective 
calls to action, we unite the dispersed voices of the 
movement into a concentrated call for bold climate 
change policy. These include call-in days that target 
Senate offices, vigils to show our solidarity with 
climate activists around the globe, and public events 
and rallies to show the strength of our resolve.

Focusing on grassroots leaders and allied 
organizations who work on federal issues at the local 
level, 1Sky demonstrates the strength of our field 
operations through our strong coalition.

As a founding principle of 1Sky, we have developed 
working partnerships with a range of sectors 
including health, social justice, humanitarian, 
faith, state/regional and national greens, business, 
science, students and women’s groups. These 
organizational allies provide a high level of influence 
on policy makers, as many come from outside the 
environmental movement. In 2010, we deepened the 
engagement of our allies by leading the charge for 
federal policy through national calls to action, and 
encouraging more collaborative action and unity in 
our work as we strive to secure bold legislation. 

1Sky has also built a network of core organizers 
who are strategically placed to build the leadership 
skills of our volunteers and to bolster the support of 
individuals and organizations in key regions across 
the country. Through this placement, our committed 
organizers have helped 1Sky actively recruit new 
volunteers to the campaign, mobilize allies and 
community members around calls to action, as well 
as directly impact decision makers by connecting in-
district advocacy with 1Sky’s work on Capitol Hill.

Many of our newly recruited volunteers may not 
have previously been engaged in the environmental 
movement. Known as Climate Precinct Captains 
(CPCs), these volunteer organizers have quickly taken 

ownership of their region by organizing 1Sky calls 
to action and other visibility events. In addition, 
CPCs give us the vital capacity to organize in 
strategically important communities across the U.S. 
By maintaining open communication through emails 
and phone calls, we keep them closely connected 
to the campaign and deepen their involvement 
in the movement. In addition, CPCs receive 
Webinars, conference calls and weekly climate policy 
updates from our network that provide up-to-date 
information on the federal debate, legislative vehicles 
and 1Sky’s core strategy and activities.

This year, as a way to recognize and further 
develop our active CPCs, 1Sky created the Regional 
Coordinator program. This program allows our 
most committed volunteers to receive training 
from 1Sky as well as a modest stipend. Through the 
trainings on movement building and leadership 
development, they are able to effectively lead their 
metropolitan region and/or state on the campaign 
as well as become a general point person for media 
contacts, congressional offices and other important 
constituents in and around their hometown. In 
addition, the Regional Coordinators are working with 
the volunteers in their region to build a stronger 
network of trained leaders and impact decision 
makers on climate related issues.

1Sky has also worked to bring the influential voice 
of businesses into our organizing on climate change. 
They are particularly important allies because 
businesses in favor of strong climate policies are a 
sharp counterpoint to the mistaken, yet pervasive 
idea that solving climate change is bad for business 
in America. 1Sky’s organizers and volunteers have 
reached out to more than 1,000 small to medium 
sized businesses across America and engaged them in 
the national climate policy dialogue.

To add value to the focused and coordinated 
movement we are working to strengthen, 1Sky has 
developed an integrated team of individuals at our 
headquarters who provide information and materials 
to our activists, organizations, businesses, and 

lEVERaGinG THE VOiCES Of THE CliMaTE MOVEMEnT:  
The 1Sky Campaign In Action

fOR a COMplETE 
liST Of OuR alliES, 
plEaSE SEE paGE 33
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Then on October 24, 2009, 1Sky partnered with 
350.org, as well as other partners, to organize an 
International Day of Climate Action. The mission 
to focus the world on bringing the atmospheric 
level of carbon dioxide back to 350ppm (parts per 
million), the level scientists deem safe to continue to 
live on this planet, brought people from more than 
180 countries together to demand a commitment 
of cutting carbon until we reach our goal. It was 
a critical time to show decision makers and allies 
around the world that we have a growing movement 
of people who are concerned about our future, and we 
succeeded with a total of more than 4,600 events in 
177 countries around the world.

of the world the importance of saving the 
planet from catastrophic climate change.

As the December Copenhagen International Climate 
Negotiations approached, President Obama had 
still not committed to attending. If he chose not 
to attend, it could have signified that the U.S. was 
turning its back on support for international climate 
policy. In addition, it would mean our chance for a 
binding global climate deal would escape us before the 
conference even started. 1Sky and partner organizations 
were determined not to allow that to happen.

To pressure the president, 1Sky collaborated with the 
Energy Action Coalition and other partners to roll 
out a strategy to support President Obama’s strong 
stance on climate and energy policy, and push him to 
attend the Copenhagen climate negations. We called 
out to the president through concentrated actions 
and a robust media push that generated a full-page ad 
in the New york Times, opinion pieces, letters to the 

nOVEMbER anD DECEMbER 2009:
Building a stronger network to influence the president

In October 2009, climate activists had just 
finished welcoming their senators back for the fall 
congressional session and were ready for them to 
take action on climate legislation. So, to demonstrate 
to our leaders that we wanted to see change now, we 
mobilized our national network, from October 1 to 3, 
to hold house parties. These parties provided groups 
of concerned citizens with the opportunity to expand 
their personal networks, to discuss recent climate 
policy developments, and to take action by flooding 
their Senate offices with calls supporting bold climate 
and energy policy. In all, there were 119 house parties 
in 35 states that generated 75 handwritten letters to 
senators and more than 1,000 documented calls to 
Senate offices.

OCTObER 2009:
Joining together to demand action

WHaT WaS COp 15?

The 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference, 
commonly known as the Copenhagen Summit (COP15), 
was held in Copenhagen, Denmark, between December 
7-18. This conference was convened to create a binding 

international treaty to regulate CO2 emissions around 
the world. While a treaty was drafted by the end of the 

conference on December 18, it was not even adopted by 
the five nations that created it, including the U.S., China, 

India, Brazil and South Africa. However, the document 
did recognize that climate change is one of the 

greatest challenges of the present day and that actions 
should be taken to monitor and keep temperature 

increases below 2°C. Unfortunately the document is 
not legally binding and was not enacted to reduce CO2 
emissions, in addition, many developing countries and 

non-governmental human rights and environmental 
organizations were opposed to the agreement.

CHECK iT OuT On  
YOuTubE HERE:

http://www.1sky.org/Oct24

1Sky climate Precinct 
captain, Pat Siebert, 
held a house party in 

beaufort county, Nc to 
bring community members 
together to demand action.

Andrea cuccaro, 
(center) 1Sky 
Florida Organizer, 
rallied people 
together for the 
Oct. 24 day of  
action to show 
decision makers 
we have a strong 
coalition of  
support around 
the world.

With chants like “Rain or shine, all the time, 
we got 350 on our minds!” and “What do we 
want? 350! When do we want it? NOW!” 
most likely anyone near 16th Street NW, 
Washington, D.C. on Saturday, October 
24, heard the cries of hundreds of climate 
activists marching south toward the White 
House. The torrential rain was only a petty 
distraction for most marchers, soggy shoes 
being a small price to pay for the chance to 
help show President Obama and the rest 

“

The event, a part of 350.org’s 
International Day of Climate Action, was 
organized by the Chesapeake Climate 
Action Network and Hip Hop Caucus. At 
3 p.m. banner-toting attendees marched 
from the top of Meridian Hill Park in D.C. 
straight to Lafayette Park directly in front 
of the White House, where a large rally 
and more chanting followed. But this only 
constituted the second half of the event.

From 12 p.m.-3 p.m., many local artists 
and speakers graced the zero-impact 
stage placed atop Meridian Hill Park with 
insightful jams about the state of our 
planet and powerful speeches aimed to 
motivate people into action. Among the 
speakers and artists were the Reverend 
Lennox Yearwood of Hip Hop Caucus, the 
Young Women’s Drumming Empowerment 
Project, Mike Tidwell of the Chesapeake 
Climate Action Network, and 1Sky’s own 
Liz Butler.

1Sky’s network of citizen organizers, Climate 
Precinct Captains, helped create many of the 
events in the U.S. for the day of action. Overall, 
our network organized 222 actions in 46 
states as part of the October 24 event which 
mobilized our members to magnify attention 
on the current scientific targets for pollution 
reduction, and pressured President Obama on 
the need for bold, comprehensive climate policy. 

Attendees ranged from youth climate 
activists to families to anyone 
else curious about the growing 
climate change movement. Various 
environmental organizations and 
progressive groups set up tables with 
informational pamphlets and friendly 
faces to chat with. Many photographers 
and videographers roamed the rally, 
equally eager to capture the spirit and 
excitement of the day. 
— STEFANIE ZAENKER, 1SKY FELLOW, 
    FALL 2009 AND SPRING 2010

CNN called the October 24th day of action 
“the most widespread day of political 
action in the planet’s history on any issue.”  

“
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In December, 1Sky worked with our leaders to 
host and attend “art gatherings” where activists, 
schoolchildren, families and neighbors came together 
to create art pieces, banners and large murals 
representing the urgency of the climate crisis. The 
1Sky campaign organized 201 art party gatherings 
in all 50 states, plus the District of Columbia. 
Afterwards, hosts sent the artwork to our central 
office for a White House rally on December 4, the eve 
of the Copenhagen negotiations. Later, we delivered 
them to legislators– many of the art pieces created 
by 1Sky supporters still hang in the cubicles of 
congressional climate staffers, reminding them of the 
committed activists in their states and districts.  In 
coordination with our D.C. rally, we held 30 events 
and rallies across the country, with the help of 15 
allied and partner organizations on the eve of the 
climate talks in Copenhagen.

DECEMbER 7-18, 2009:
nOW iS THE TiME fOR a GlObal 
binDinG aGREEMEnT

The world had great expectations for the Copenhagen 
climate talks coming into December 2009.  For many, 
COP 15 was seen as not only a perfect chance to make 
progress on climate change globally, but also as a 
forum where developed nations, such as the U.S., could 
commit to substantial reduction targets and to finance 
international adaptation plans. The world waited on 
baited breath to see if the nations of the world would 
come together and agree on a binding plan of action for 
climate change that would stave off the worst effects, 
and prevent us from reaching tipping points that would 
lead to runaway greenhouse warming.

Throughout the conference, 1Sky’s priority was to 
not only keep lines of communication open about the 
ongoing developments during the negotiations to 
Americans and other partners worldwide, but also to 
find and seize critical moments by taking part in actions 
in Copenhagen, as well as organizing actions at home. 
Through our focused organizing and communications, 
we were able to organize many rapid-response actions to 
ensure our world leaders knew we were watching them 
very closely.

“

editor, and business-to-business phone calls. Then, 
on November 25, our work paid off when President 
Obama announced that he would attend part of 
the Copenhagen talks. Additionally, our network 
generated 10,841 signatures on a petition calling on 
President Obama and Treasury Secretary Geithner to 
"step up" on climate during the conference to bring 
us closer to a binding treaty. This led the president to 
extend his attendance at the negotiations and engage 
in the strategy sessions throughout the climate talks.

In December 2009, I had the great privilege of 
traveling through eastern North Carolina with 
Majora Carter on a series of workshops titled 
“Your Place in the New Economy.” This was 
put on by the Elizabeth City State University 
Center for Green Research and Evaluation, 
which is partnering with the Majora Carter 
Group to craft a plan for developing a green 
economy in Eastern NC. The three workshops 
were held in Elizabeth City, Tarboro and 
Henderson, NC and were an opportunity to 
bring a message of economic recovery through 
green jobs to the people who need it most.

Eastern North Carolina is one of the most 
impoverished areas in the country and for 
years has dealt with industries packing up and 
taking their jobs overseas but leaving a legacy 
of environmental devastation behind. Adding 
to that are some outrageous utility and energy 
costs – families have seen their rates rise 35 
percent in the last two years and, in some cases, 
are forced to make decisions between paying 
their utility bills and feeding their families.

The tour was focused on showing this 
community that “green” wasn’t all about 
polar bears and spotted owls; instead we were 
talking about the green that you can put in 

your wallet. In fact, one area of the green 
economy that  really caught on was energy 
efficiency. What many people are now calling 
“weatherization” is simply making your home 
or business more efficient  so that it wastes 
less energy. This not only saves people money 
by lowering utility bills, but also puts people 
to work as energy auditors, weatherization 
technicians and crew leaders.

We also stressed the need for bold federal action 
on clean energy jobs legislation. While the 
jobs that have been created in North Carolina 
through the policies of President Obama’s 
stimulus plan are great and necessary, what we 
need is a long term and far-reaching investment 
in clean energy and green jobs that will create 
hundreds of thousands of new green jobs here in 
North Carolina and up to five million new green 
jobs nationwide.

The tour was a great opportunity to take the 
message and the theme of the 1Sky Campaign 
out of the realm of the merely theoretical and 
into developing and implementing practical 
solutions for a struggling community.
 — cHRISTOPHER GIANINO, 
     NORTH cAROLINA cONSERvATION NETWORK &
     1SKY NORTH cAROLINA ORGANIZER

“

climate art generated 
from a December 
art gathering to 
demonstrate the 
urgency of  the climate 
crisis, hosted by micah 
Parkin who is a 1Sky 
organizer in colorado.

(Top) 1Sky supporters rally, with the banners 
from the art gatherings, outside the White House 
on December 4, 2009. (bottom) 1Sky volunteers 
organized an art gathering in the lead up to the 
copenhagen negotiations in Liberty, mO.

The Roosevelt Institute Campus Network is 
proud to support 1Sky in its December 4 day of 
action in Washington, D.C. Millennials have a 
special stake in the health of the environment 
and the success of the green collar sector, and 
it is time for young people to stand up for real, 
multilateral, energy and environmental policy 
change in the weeks preceding the Copenhagen 
talks. Young people in the U.S. have the 
wonderful capacity to place significant 
political pressure on American policy decisions, 
and we at the Roosevelt Institute are confident 
that the December 4 demonstrations, 
skillfully coordinated by 1Sky and our valued 
progressive colleagues in Washington, will 
show to the international community that 
young Americans are serious about progressive 
policy reform in 2010 and beyond.
-— DAvID WEINbERGER OF ROOSEvELT
     INSTITUTION, A 1SKY ALLY, PRIOR TO THE mAKE
     ART FOR cLImATE AcTION AT THE WHITE HOUSE
     ON DEcEmbER 4TH, 2009
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A month later, over the Presidents’ Day holiday in 
February 2010, 1Sky supporters, organizers and 
allies didn't let their elected officials take a break 
from thinking about climate change issues. Activists 
and business representatives showed up at town hall 
meetings and held press conferences to confront 
the ringleaders behind the congressional attacks on 
the Clean Air Act as well as members of Congress 
across the country on the lack of movement on a 
climate bill.  1Sky volunteers, organizers and allies 
planned events to deliver the message loud and 
clear: Americans (and voters!) want bold climate 
policy to curb carbon emissions and transition to a 
clean energy future, and are opposed to Senator Lisa 
Murkowski’s (R-AK) efforts to gut the Clean Air Act, 
which we coined the “The Dirty Air Act.”

In January, 1Sky quickly had to switch gears and 
defend the EPA’s authority to regulate carbon dioxide 
emissions under the Clean Air Act. 

In 2007, under President Bush’s administration, 
the Supreme Court ruled that global warming pollu-
tion poses a threat to public health and welfare, and 
ordered the EPA to regulate greenhouse gases under 
the Clean Air Act. However, in January 2010, Sena-
tor Lisa Murkowski (R-AK) worked with oil and coal 
industry lobbyists to author provisions that would 
block new Clean Air Act rules being written by the 
Obama Administration’s EPA. To combat the legisla-
tive attacks, 1Sky convened a national call-in day 
on January 12, 2010 to protect the Clean Air Act. 
Through the 1Sky network and our allies, 3,684 calls 
were made to U.S. Senate offices demanding that 
senators protect the Clean Air Act.

fEbRuaRY 2010: 
CliMaTE aCTiOn Can’T WaiT unTil RECESS iS OVER

JanuaRY TO MaRCH 2010:
Keep the phones ringing

Jesse Worker, our Clean Water action 
and 1Sky organizer in Michigan attended 
Senator levin's events in Grand Rapids, 
Kalamazoo, and Michigan State university 
on behalf of 1Sky to ask crucial 
questions about the senator's stance 
on comprehensive climate and energy 
legislation, and to voice support for 
maintaining the Clean air act. in addition, 
1Sky volunteer, Mark Miller, went to the 
Kalamazoo Regional Chamber of Commerce 
legislative forum to also ask Senator levin 
about his support for climate legislation, 
given that studies show it would result in a 
net increase in jobs in Michigan: 

http://www.1sky.org/levin-blog

On December 12, 1Sky joined 350.org, the Tck Tck 
Tck campaign, and allies, such as Oxfam and many 
others, on an international “Weekend of Action.” 
The 1Sky network organized candlelight vigils 
calling for a “survival pact” by the developed world 
to cut emissions enough to get the atmospheric 
concentration of CO2 back to safe levels. Joining 
thousands of individuals worldwide, 1,251 1Sky 
climate activists signed up to push world leaders to 
commit to climate change solutions. With the help of 
1Sky and our many close allies including, of course, 
the 350 team itself, 350 parts per million became 
a central discussion point at Copenhagen, despite 
the previously unambitious climate goals of many 
of the international negotiators. Unfortunately the 
negotiations did not result in a binding treaty. As 
the conference came to a close, 138 countries were 
ready to engage in an accord, but unfortunately no 
agreement was made. 

After December’s Copenhagen negotiations 
didn’t produce the international climate treaty we 
had hoped for, 1Sky zeroed in on the Senate to 
demand action to ensure December 2010’s climate 
negotiations in Cancun produced better results.

“

“Outraged?  Yes.  Saddened? Of course. 
Beaten?  Never. 
— LAUREN ScHUSTER OF NYPIRG
    AND 1SKY NEW YORK ORGANIZER

1Sky Campaign Director Gillian 
Caldwell attended the entire 

Copenhagen climate conference from 
December 7-18, helping to connect the 

advocacy and action in the U.S. with 
the international movement for climate 

solutions. She posted blogs daily 
along with pictures and video on the 

actions and activities happening at the 
conference, in addition to holding two 

web conferences. 

It was cold, it was raining, it was windy (we 
all struggled to share our flames and keep our 
candles lit - which actually added enormously 
to our sense of “community”), and it was 
GREAT. What can’t be denied is the true 
sincerity and commitment of all who attended. 
Congratulations to 1Sky and to our local 
organizer, Daniel K.
— 1SKY AcTIvIST RIcH bRENNAN AFTER ATTENDING
   A cANDLELIGHT vIGIL IN OAK PARK, ILLINOIS 
   AFTER DEcEmbER’S cOPENHAGEN NEGOTIATIONS
   DIDN’T PRODUcE AN INTERNATIONAL cLImATE
   TREATY

During the copenhagen negotiations, 1Sky and 
our partners held candlelight vigils. This was a 
vigil held in San Antonio, TX by 1Sky climate 
Precinct captain, mobi Warren.

Basically what [the Resolution] seeks to do 
is gut the authority of the Clean Air Act, 
which was championed and pushed through 
by our own Sen. Muskie, he's a great giant 
of the environmental movement. I think it 
would be terrible to roll back the advances 
we've made and the good that act has done 
for the United States. 
— 1SKY’S mAINE ORGANIZER, GREG bROWN —
    POrTlAND DAIly SUN, IN RESPONSE TO THE
    mURKOWSKI RESOLUTION IN FEbRUARY 2010.

“

Gillian’s blog 
postings from 

the Copenhagen 
conference can 
be seen here: 

www.1Sky.org/cop.

JanuaRY 2010: CallinG fOR ClEan aiR aCT pROTECTiOn
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From March 2 - 4, we partnered with a dozen other 
national climate organizations, including U.S. Climate 
Action Network, Environmental Defense Action 
Fund, Sierra Club, League of Conservation Voters, 
Earth Justice, and Clean Energy Works, to bring 
together more than 300,000 Americans to call federal 
policy makers and demand a clean energy future in 
the "72 Hours for Clean American Power" action. We 
asked individuals nationwide to keep the pressure 
on their state senators by calling in to let them know 
that there is an active and informed citizenry who 
support keeping the Clean Air Act intact; prioritizing 
federal climate and energy policy; and investing in 
clean, renewable energy sources and energy efficiency 
programs to jump-start the economy.

After months of defending the Clean Air Act, frustrated 
members of the 1Sky network and our allies decided to 
turn up the heat. We were worried that our numerous 
call in days had not produced enough pressure on 
decision makers, so we took our message directly to 
congressional offices in surprise meetings and rallies 
where constituents flooded the offices unannounced. 
We called these impromptu actions “The Storm.”

From the month of March, through Earth Day 2010 on 
April 22, 1Sky organizers, volunteers and allies worked 
together to ‘storm’ 37 Senate and House district offices  
to demand that members of Congress stand with 
concerned citizens in their state and publicly pledge to 
defend the Clean Air Act from legislative attacks.

Serving as an umbrella for our existing campaign 
efforts, participating organizations and volunteer 
groups infused “The Storm” with their own messaging 
calling for federal climate and clean energy legislation or 
highlighting local clean energy solutions. These diverse 

efforts unified us with the top-line message that the 
climate movement will not tolerate attacks on the Clean 
Air Act, one of our best tools to lower carbon emissions 
in the U.S. 1Sky partnered with national allies MoveOn, 
the Sierra Club, Repower America and many others to 
successfully bring “The Storm” to Congress.

In the middle of a stormy Oregon day, I 
was joined by volunteers from Environment 
Oregon and the Sierra Student Coalition, as we 
"stormed" Congressman Kurt Schrader's office 
outfitted in rain gear and umbrellas, to deliver 
a "special care package" as part of a national 
effort to bring attention to the negative effects 
of climate change. We went to thank Oregon's 

Congressman for his tough vote last spring 
and also urge him to oppose the "dirty air acts" 
blowing around Congress.

Congressman Schraders' staff was very gracious 
and I was able to explain the contents of our 
"climate change care package." We filled a basket 
with all of the things Congressman Schrader 

“

We worked for months with allies and Senate 
staff to obtain a meeting with Senator Kay 
Hagan and eventually the persistence paid 
off. We coordinated the in-person meeting 
with Sen. Hagan and our North Carolina allies 
during the February President’s Day Recess. In 
this meeting, she stated her opposition to Sen. 
Murkowski’s efforts for the first time. Shortly 
after the meeting she signed on to a letter 
calling for climate action this year. This letter 
was her first public support of comprehensive 
climate and energy legislation. 
— vERONIcA bUTcHER SHINGLETON OF 
    NORTH cAROLINA cONSERvATION NETWORK AND 
    1SKY ORGANIZER FOR NORTH cAROLINA

MaRCH 2010: 
CallinG On OuR SEnaTORS fOR a 
ClEan EnERGY fuTuRE

“1Sky’s network organized 55 actions in 26 states 
with over 600 participants.  These actions included 
office visits, Hill drops, rallies, public events, ‘town 
hall’ meetings and more. In addition, they generated 
21 press hits, six published letters to the editor, and 
three published opinion pieces nationwide which 
helped to generate the strong support needed to 
influence decision makers to protect the Clean Air Act.

apRil 2010:
Storm clouds are gathering

In Little Rock, AR, 1Sky organizer, Ryan Denham, organized 
a ‘storm’ of  the offices of  Senators blanche Lincoln and 
mark Pryor urging them to publicly defend the clean Air 
Act from attacks.

for more about the action, check 
out Gillian Caldwell’s blog on 
Huffington post: The Climate 

Movement Heeds the Call. 
http://www.1sky.org/Gillian-blog

might need if Congress doesn't act on climate 
change – and fast! Included in the basket was a 
bottle of Oregon Pinot Noir (which could become 
Washington Pinot Noir), a snow globe to remind 
him of what Oregon mountains looked like with 
snow on them, a rain slicker to protect him from 
the increase of heavy storms, and smoked salmon 
(our salmon runs are already shrinking and 
could be severely affected by even a one or two 
degree difference in water temperature). All that 
went along with a thank you card signed by local 
chapters of the National Wildlife Federation, 
Ecumenical Ministries, Climate Solutions, Trout 
Unlimited, Sierra Student Coalition, Oregon 
Environmental Council, and 1Sky, that thanked 
him for his vote on the House climate bill and 
urged him to think about what Oregon stands to 
lose and please support a comprehensive climate 

change bill and oppose any "dirty air acts."

We were able to spend a half hour with Jon 
Pugsley, Congressman Schrader's aide, talking 
about the various issues going on now around 
climate change, and left feeling like we were 
listened to and that our opinions mattered. I can 
still remember checking in with Congressman 
Schrader's office almost hourly before the climate 
bill vote to find out if we had the Congressman's 
support. He represents a very conservative 
district, which made him voting the right way in 
the end all the more significant. I hope activities 
like "The Storm" will show Oregon's delegation, 
as well as the rest of the country, that there is 
strong support for comprehensive climate change 
legislation – in fact, our way of life depends on it.  
— JAmIE HOGUE OF cLImATE SOLUTIONS AND
    1SKY cO-LOcATED ORGANIZER IN OREGON
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1Sky activists in boston, mA rallied 
outside district offices urging decision 
makers to stand with their constituents 
and defend the clean Air Act.

As the first step in building local relevance for 
national climate work in the months ahead, 1Sky 
asked thousands of supporters and allies nationwide 
to identify the largest carbon emitters closest to their 
communities and take “thumbs down” pictures in 
front of the polluters, then post them on 1Sky’s social 
media sites. By putting a local face on the fight to 
reduce carbon emissions, key decision makers were 
pressured to frame the choice they make between the 
community and the polluters. Participants followed 
up their trip with a letter to the editor to their local 
paper, demanding that our federal leaders step 
up to the plate and make a plan to end their local 
community’s reliance on old, dirty coal plants like the 
ones in their area. In addition, 1Sky held a BP Photo 
Petition in response to the Gulf of Mexico oil rig 
explosion and asked participants to take a photo in 
front of their local BP station with signs stating “No 
more drilling, clean energy now.”

By spotlighting local dirty energy, 1Sky organizers, 
allies and volunteers put direct pressure on key 

decision makers to stand up for clean energy in their 

states. After completing the action, we compiled all 
the photos, from both the BP Photo Petition and the 
Dirty Energy Hunt, and then met with White House 
and administration officials to put a local face on the 
federal issue of dirty energy and advocate for climate 
and energy policy.

MaY 2010:
What does dirty energy look like?As we stormed representatives’ offices, 1Sky made a clear impact on a 

couple key decision makers, including Rep. Shauer of Michigan (D-MI). After 
“storming” his office, his chief of staff met with Michigan activists, and on 
record committed to opposing all legislative attacks on the Clean Air Act in 
the House. Similarly, a CPC-run action in Rep. Kirk’s (R-IL) district elicited 

a response on the Hill to our policy team that Rep. Kirk was, in fact, opposed 
to gutting the Clean Air Act. Kirk’s staff mentioned this was the only 

significant grassroots action they had seen in favor of preserving the Clean 
Air Act, and that the Storm gave them some negotiating power with the 

representative. Lastly, and perhaps the most significant victory, as a result 
of the Storm actions, Senator Michael Bennett from Colorado spoke publicly 
in support of the Clean Air Act– with media comments selected by the New 

York Times and other major news syndicates.

builDinG THE baSE 
 

1Sky held a regional Coordinator Training Summit 
in Washington, D.C., May 1 and 2, to train 17 
regional coordinators and two organizers on 

basic organizing skills, and taught them how to 
train others. In addition, regional Coordinators 
participated in a lobby day with our 1Sky policy 

team to give them the opportunity to meet 
their representatives and senators as well as to 
understand the impact they can have on their 

decision makers moving forward. After returning 
home from the trainings, our regional Coordinators 

were tasked with leading trainings of their own to 
build the skills of volunteers in their communities. 
Over the summer of 2010, regional Coordinators, 

with the help of 1Sky staff, held nine trainings 
and trained more than 150 volunteers in these 
key locations; Denver, CO, San Francisco, CA, 

Philadelphia, PA, Columbus, OH, Concord, NH, 
Tampa, Fl, Fayetteville, Ar, Boston, MA, and 

Minneapolis, MN.

The Regional Coordinator summit was 
a really powerful moment for us. 1Sky 
volunteers from all over the country got to 
proudly sit down face to face with the policy 
experts advising lawmakers on Capitol Hill. 
We organized 36 meetings beforehand; 
printed out press clips and pictures from 
events they themselves had organized, 
and gave them pointers on how to interact 
with congressional staff. Our strategy 
moving forward was to help the Regional 
Coordinators build lasting relationships 
with the staff on the Hill, so they weren’t 
just hearing from us here in D.C.
— JASON KOWALSKI, 1SKY POLIcY STAFF

“

After the Regional coordinators were trained by 1Sky staff  in D.c., 
they went back to their home states and coordinated volunteer 
trainings. This training took place in San Francisco, cA and was 
hosted by 1Sky Regional coordinator, Doug Grandt, Sara camp of  
350.org and Ada Aroneanu, 1Sky headquarters staff.

In Albany, NY, 1Sky Regional 
coordinator Ryan Lennon rallied 

constituents to ‘storm’ the 
offices of  Senators Gillibrand 

and Schumer, and ask them to 
publicly defend the clean Air Act.

more than 20 people gathered outside 
NH Senator Judd Gregg’s office to 
urge him to defend the clean Air Act. 
This ‘storm’ was organized by 1Sky 
Regional coordinator, Elaine bello.
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In June, 1Sky’s efforts shifted from broad support of 
the Clean Air Act to specifically targeting key decision 
makers on the Murkowski Resolution vote. Coming in 
the middle of the worst oil spill in our nation’s history, 
if passed, this resolution would have prevented the EPA 
from regulating the biggest polluters in our nation. 

To combat the pending vote, 1Sky supporters and our 
policy team quickly distributed results from our most 
recent actions, the Storms and the Dirty Energy Hunt, 
to defend the Clean Air Act as well as to combat the oil 
industry amidst oil spilling into the Gulf. 

On Thursday, June 10, 2010, 1Sky and our network of 
organizers, allies and volunteers worked tirelessly to 
support our senators as they narrowly defeated this 
resolution in a 53-47 victory. Because the resolution was 
barely defeated, additional Dirty Air Acts were moving 
through the House, and the Senate climate bill was fall-
ing apart, 1Sky did a number of accountability actions 
to support the climate bill and ensure the Dirty Air Acts 
didn’t make it to a vote. These actions included “Oily 
Bird Awards,” stuffed flamingos covered in oily looking 
brown paint, which were created and delivered by 1Sky 
staff and volunteers to five district offices including: 
Sen. Lincoln of AR, Sen. Brown of MA, Sen. Gregg of 
NH and Senators Collins and Snowe of ME.

JunE 2010:
Fighting dirty energy in the Senate

Yesterday afternoon, some volunteers 
from Massachusetts and 1Sky interns 

walked into Senator Scott Brown’s 
(R-MA) D.C. office armed with a stuffed 
flamingo covered in what looked like oil. 

The look on the staffer’s face shifted from 
amusement to dismay as we presented 

her with this “Oily Bird Award” to 
condemn Senator Brown for voting in 

favor of the Murkowski resolution, which 
would have gutted the Clean Air Act and 
increased our dependence on dirty fossil 

fuels like coal and oil. 

After the initial shock of receiving this 
unusual gift diminished, we engaged the 
legislative aide in a conversation about 

clean energy and climate policy. Led 
by our fearless Massachusetts regional 

coordinator Geneva Boyer, we talked 
about how Senator Brown’s vote for 
the Murkowski resolution was a step 

backwards, a vote for Dirty Coal and Big 
Oil and against the interests of the people 

of Massachusetts and the environment. 
We also talked about how the Senate 

urgently needs to pass a bill that 
addresses our climate crisis as well as our 

energy needs and the oil spill.

Unfortunately, Senator Brown’s staff 
only seemed interested in discussing the 
oil spill prevention and response bill that 

the Senator introduced with Senator 
Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), and did not 

indicate that he will take action to help 
move a climate bill through the Senate. 

— AmY PLOvNIcK, 1SKY 
SUmmER 2010 INTERN

Check out more of 
our photos here  — 

www.1sky.org/dirty-
energy-hunt-no-more-

drillingThere are more than 
800 dirty energy 

sources in the u.S.

In response to the bP 
oil rig explosion in the 
Gulf  of  mexico, 1Sky 
supporters rallied outside 
of  gas stations to bring 
awareness to our national 
dependence on oil.

1Sky supporters gathered together to bring 
a local face to stop drilling and transfer to a 
clean energy economy.

1Sky supporters rallied in Florida to put 
a local face on the need for a transition 
to a clean energy economy.

In Arkansas, 1Sky Regional coordinators, Joanna Pollock 
(left) and Nathan Wilson (right), delivered an “Oily bird 
Award” to Senator blanche Lincoln in response to her vote 
for the murkowski Resolution in June.

We met with 50 offices on Capitol Hill, and brought 
state-based fact sheets with images of community 
members to show the strong support of people across 
their state who are calling on their decision makers to 
stop the attacks on the Clean Air Act and asking them 
to vote against Senator Murkowski’s Dirty Air Act. 
1Sky received and posted more than 279 photos from 
the Dirty Fuel Hunt and BP photo petition. 

Check out our video of Geneva 
boyer and the 1Sky interns on 
YouTube — 
http://www.1sky.org/Oilybird
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As we transitioned out of the Dirty Energy Hunt 
action efforts and determined how to move forward 
after the too close Murkowski Resolution vote, we 
also continued to endure the unending horror of 
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. In response, 1Sky asked 
activists, organizers, businesses, allies and volunteers 
nationwide to identify green businesses and individu-
als working in the green energy economy in their sur-
rounding communities. Calling the action the “Green 

Jobs Hunt,” 1Sky organizers and volunteers worked 
to find “success stories” of local businesses or build-
ing blocks of the green economy in their communities 
to educate and influence their local decision makers. 
As the mid-term elections began to draw closer, 1Sky 
wanted to ensure that as jobs were a critical issue, 
green jobs were highlighted as a viable option at the 
state level.

JulY 2010:
Mapping out the green economy

When elected officials left the District during the 
August congressional recess, 1Sky supporters and 
allies were ready to ask the hard-hitting climate and 
energy questions necessary to ensure these targets 
understood the importance of the climate crisis. 1Sky 
organizers worked with Climate Precinct Captains, 
allies and Regional Coordinators to set up shadowing 
events for senators and/or representatives at town 
hall meetings, public appearances and fundraisers 

to show elected officials that we have the network 
of support to mobilize voters around climate policy. 
As part of these efforts, we worked with partners 
including the Center for Biological Diversity, 
Greenpeace, 350.org and Energy Action Coalition 
which helped to generate national media attention 
about the critical work the climate movement is 
doing to hold elected officials accountable around the 
need for strong action on climate and clean energy.

auGuST 2010:
The critical window of opportunity

“With the transition to a clean energy economy, 
the U.S can accelerate the economic recovery by 
opening roads to private investment and putting 
hundreds of thousands of Americans back to 
work. Building a new smart grid, upgrading 
aging transmission lines, extensive research 
in biofuels, solar, and battery technology 
will create well-paying jobs for construction 
workers, machinery operators, engineers, 
technicians, project managers and all the 
indirect jobs needed to support these industries. 
— ED TORIbIO, OWNER OF HOmE ENERGY 
    ALTERNATIvES IN NEbRASKA AND mEmbER OF 
    1SKY’S cLEAN ENERGY bUSINESS NETWORK

JunE 26, 2010: JOininG HanDS 
aROunD THE WORlD

In a unified response to uninhibited oil gushing 
from the BP Deepwater Horizon oil rig in the Gulf of 
Mexico, 1Sky joined a worldwide effort to sponsor 
“Hands Across the Sand” on Saturday, June 26th at 
11 a.m. Around the world, groups of people gathered 
at beaches and prominent locations in their communi-
ties to symbolize the need to protect our fragile coastal 
areas and end our dangerous fossil fuel addiction.

On the two month anniversary of the spill, 1Sky par-
ticipated in the largest grassroots action since the spill 
began with more than 57 events nationwide and drew 
in other individuals and community members, bring-
ing the message that as long as fossil fuels are our main 
source of energy, this kind of disaster is not an anom-
aly.  Afterwards, the 1Sky policy team worked with our 
allies, volunteers and organizers to compile photos and 
media from across the U.S. to deliver to 36 offices on 
Capitol Hill to let policy makers know that U.S. citizens 
want to make the switch to a clean energy economy.

“

“

“

I see hasty decisions, I see economic decline, I see companies 
buying the future -- my future -- and I see the horrible effects of 
our addiction on oil spreading across the Gulf of Mexico. I don’t 
want that. I want to be able to live my life on a planet where 
decisions are based on good, not gold; where our economy thrives 
on sustainable practices, rather than wasteful infinite growth for 
temporary profit; where the lives of people are more important 
than the lives of corporate names; and where I can feel safe from 
the catastrophic consequences of our dependence on oil.
— 16-YEAR OLD AKILAH SANDERS-REED, 
    1SKY REGIONAL cOORDINATOR IN NEW mEXIcO

Though the U.S. Senate failed to seize the 
opportunity presented by these crises to pass 
climate and clean energy legislation this 
year, and failed even to pass legislation that 
would have prevented future catastrophic 
spills and provided fair compensation to vic-
tims of such spills, we must not lose hope nor 
abandon this fight.   If we give up, throw our 
hands in the air and concede defeat, then big 
oil and dirty coal wins, the status quo wins, 
and the environment loses.   

Instead, we must take our sadness and an-
ger and channel it into something power-
ful – into building a movement that is in it 
for the long haul, capable of fighting to win 
until the very end.  No social justice victory 
has ever been won in days, or weeks, or even 
years; the path will be long, and I guarantee 
it will get harder before it gets easier, but if 
we stand together, united behind a common 
purpose, unwavering in our commitment, we 
will win. 

Together, we must create a clean energy 
revolution.  I look forward to working with 
our talented and passionate activists this 
year to build a movement like no other.  We 
will educate, we will activate, and we will 
mobilize.  And together, we will win!
— LAUREN ScHUSTER OF NYPIRG AND 
    1SKY NEW YORK ORGANIZER

On July 20, after 
a month of  oil 
spilling into the 
Gulf  of  mexico, 
1Sky supporters 
rallied in 
Washington, D.c. 
with oily hands to 
urge policy makers 
to transition our 
nation to a cleaner 
energy future.

It's not just the nerds  or the granola people 
anymore...hotel associations. Moms.  
Everyone's interested in protecting our future.  
— ANDREA cUccARO OF SOUTHERN ALLIANcE FOR
   cLEAN ENERGY AND 1SKY ORGANIZER FOR
   FLORIDA, IN RESPONSE TO HANDS AcROSS THE
   SAND TURNOUT FROm NOT ONLY AcROSS THE U.S.,
   bUT AROUND THE WORLD.

celie Horne (far right), a climate Precinct 
captain from Tom's River, NJ, organized a 
group of  supporters for the Hands Across 
the Sand event to help symbolize the need to 
protect our coastal regions.
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I had never organized something like this 
before, so it was an interesting learning 
experience. And, hey, it was even kind of fun! 
My advice to anyone out there who hasn’t 
organized much before but is thinking about 
it would definitely be “go for it!” I’m kind of a 
shy person, but after the tragedy in the Gulf 
and a year of Senate inaction, I felt like I 
had to do something beyond the usual emails 
and phone calls. It was gratifying to connect 
with others in my community who shared 
my concern and to be able to do something 
together to send a message.
— GREG KImbER, 1SKY cLImATE 
    PREcINcT cAPTAIN, mE, AFTER ORGANIZING A
    SHADOWING EvENT IN AUGUST

During the month of September, the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) held hearings in seven cities 
about coal ash regulations. Coal ash is the by-product 
of coal power plants, the largest source of greenhouse 
gas emissions in the country, and contains toxic 
chemicals such as arsenic, mercury and lead that 
can poison the water supplies of entire communities 
and are known to cause birth defects and premature 
deaths. With the help of the 1Sky network, and 
many of our partners such as the Sierra Club, the 
hearings were overflowing with leaders and business 
representatives ready to comment on the two 
proposals the EPA put forth. The proposals included: 
the regulation of coal ash merely as solid waste, 
enforceable only through citizen suits and requiring 
no state regulation; and a more stringent regulation 
as “special waste” which would allow EPA to regulate 
and enforce rules. 

Many of the hearings brought out strong emotions 
from families and community members where 
coal production is a leading employer. With strong 
turnouts among volunteers, organizers, allies and 

other supporters, 1Sky helped to ensure the voices 
of the communities were loud and clear in support 
of the EPA regulations. This was one of the first 
opportunities the movement has had to speak out 
directly in opposition to these harmful practices and 
go head to head with industry representatives.

SEpTEMbER 2010:
Supporting EPA regulations to combat coal power

“On September 28th, at least 30 1Sky 
volunteers joined hundreds more in attending 
the EPA’s coal ash hearing at the Seelbach 
Hotel in Louisville, KY. Working with a 
dozen allies on logistics for the event, I 
helped arrange transportation, and buses 
from Indiana, Ohio, and Kentucky brought 
in activists--many of whom were residents 
living near coal ash dumps--to give eloquent 
testimonies about the toxic effects of coal ash 
on their health and communities. Others, 
including experts in public health, presented 
scientific evidence to support reclassification 
of coal ash as hazardous waste. Anti-coal 

activists far outnumbered coal ash defenders, 
and in the afternoon, we held a public rally 
headlined by Kentucky author Wendell Berry 
and Jim James from the band, My Morning 
Jacket, before marching down Fourth Street 
to protest in front of the Louisville Gas & 
Electric/Eon building. After returning to 
the Seelbach Hotel, dozens more signed up 
to testify, and a roomful of activists from 
1Sky, Sierra Club, Kentuckians for the 
Commonwealth, and other organizations loudly 
cheered them on throughout the rest of the 
night. 
— JOY FUTRELL, 1SKY ORGANIZER FOR OHIO,
    INDIANA, WEST vIRGINIA, AND KENTUcKY

“

Young 1Sky supporters in colorado thank Senator bennett 
for being a climate champion and publicly defending the 
clean Air Act.

(PG. 24 & 25) ) Residents of  Kentucky and neighboring states rallying outside of  the EPA coal 
ask hearing in Louisville, KY. Joy Futrell, 1Sky Organizer for Ohio, Indiana, West virginia, and 
Kentucky helped to bring more people to the hearing through emails, phone calls, and even a 
bus service.
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September 9, 2010: Nowhere is safe from the 
impacts of climate change.  As I write this, 
massive wildfires – the worst in Colorado’s history 
– are burning down forests and homes on the 
mountains nearby and the smoke has inundated 
us for the last three days.  Members of federal 
“Type 1” incident management team – the same 
level that responded to Katrina – are arriving 
today.  Could this event have anything to do with 
climate change?  According to local reports, winds 
pushed the fire through three canyons where 
pine trees have been left prone to fire by disease, 
drought and pine beetles. Pine beetles have killed 
more than 3.5 million acres of trees in Colorado 
and southeastern Wyoming, and are known to 
have become an epidemic due to warmer winters 
that allow more to survive and speed up their 
reproductive cycle. 

We see similar patterns around the world – 
increased incidence of wild fires, droughts, floods 
and major storms.  While it’s difficult to say 
that any one extreme event is directly caused by 
global warming, they are steadily on the rise, in 
unfortunate sync with scientists’ predictions of a 
warmer world.

And still, the power of money and lobbyists 
from the fossil fuel-based industry is all too 
apparent.  Even with the recent oil spills once 

again devastating the Gulf Coast and the impacts 
of climate change all too clear, our leaders in the 
Senate are finding it difficult to muster up courage 
to fight for the legislation needed to put a cost on 
emitting carbon and help transition us to a clean 
energy economy.

Our job is to never give up.  The only thing 
powerful enough to overcome the influence of big 
oil and dirty coal is people power.  In Colorado, 
we’re currently in the fortunate position of 
having two senators, Mark Udall and Michael 
Bennett, who ‘get it.’ Their wives are committed 
environmentalists, and the senators have made 
commitments to protect the Clean Air Act and 
work for climate and clean energy solutions.  1Sky 
volunteers and allies in Colorado have had a lot 
of fun this year, storming our senators’ offices, 
shadowing them around the state when they’re in 
district, thanking them publicly and generating 
hundreds of calls and letters urging them to 
champion the efforts to pass climate and clean 
energy legislation. 

None of us can afford to rest on our laurels when 
we’re in the fight of our lives.  Thanks to all of you 
around the Nation who are doing what you can for 
this movement!
— mIcAH PARKIN, 1SKY ORGANIZER FOR
    cOLORADO, ARIZONA, NEvADA, AND NEW mEXIcO

CHECK uS OuT On TWiTTER, 
faCEbOOK, YOuTubE, ipHOnE 
app, fliCKR

“

Through your generous support we can 
continue to build a strong grassroots 
movement of educated and trained 

leaders to pressure legislators and build 
the message for the need for climate 

and energy policy. please donate now at 
www.1Sky.org/donate. for questions about 

giving, please contact the development 
team at giving@1sky.org. 

MaKE a GifT TODaY!

Even though the Senate failed to pass the climate and 
energy legislation we so desperately needed, we have 
not stopped fighting for our future. As we moved into 
a new year, 1Sky participated in a number of actions 
with some of our close partners. From September 
21 - 25, 2010, 1Sky was a partner in the Climate 
Ride down the coast of Northern California. The ride 
began in 2008, when two women started a five-day 
bike ride from New york to Washington, D.C. to raise 
money and awareness about climate and clean energy 
groups. Climate Ride has now grown into a bi-annual 
action with hundreds of riders. This year, 1Sky was 
chosen as a beneficiary and one of our staff members 
had the opportunity to take part in the ride down the 
coast of Northern California.

Then on September 30, the voices of Appalachian 
communities devastated by mountaintop removal 

coal mining reverberated through the streets of 
Washington, D.C. with incredible power. Marking the 
culmination of the Appalachia Rising mobilization, 
hundreds of people converged on Freedom Plaza 
near the White House for a rally and march calling 
for an end to the horrible practice of mountain top 
removal. 1Sky worked with partner organizations 
to bring additional support to the rally to ensure a 
strong stance against mountain top removal in the 
Appalachian region.

In the next year, 1Sky is more ready than ever to 
continue to fight for the clean energy future we all 
deserve. We’re going to tackle coal, make sure Obama 
leads on climate, and build a movement that cannot 
be stopped.

“The enthusiasm that the Climate Riders showed for integrating advocacy into the ride was 
unexpected. The day after my talk on the climate movement -during Climate Ride - we were 
planning to make calls into Congress about the ride. That afternoon I could barely keep up with 
people coming up to me to do what is a pretty high level action. The fact that some were even on a 
first name basis with their representatives was even more impressive. It was an amazing biking 
experience and a great way to get face to face time with the grassroots climate movement.
— ALEX bEA, 1SKY STAFF

Alex bea, a 1Sky staff  member, 
rode in the climate Ride down 
the coast of  Northern california 
in September. He, along with 
approximately 100 climate 
activists, worked to raise 
awareness about climate and 
energy nationwide.
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$500,000 or more

Rockefeller brothers Fund/barr 
Foundation

$175,000 or more

marisla Foundation
Surdna Foundation
Town creek Foundation

$50,000 or more

Richard and Rhoda Goldman Fund
Libra Foundation
craig mcKibben & Sarah merner
mertz Gilmore Foundation
New York community Trust
Scherman Foundation
Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

$25,000 or more

2032 Trust
Anonymous Individual Donor
Arkay Foundation
chorus Foundation
Grantham Foundation for the 
Protection of  the Environment
Overbrook Foundation

$15,000 or more

better Tomorrow Fund
Threshold Foundation

$10,000 or more

Anonymous Individual Donor
W.L. Lyons brown Foundation

$5,000 or more

Arntz Family Foundation
betsy and Jesse Fink Foundation
Adelaide Gomer
Salesforce.com
Kathleen Washienko & michael c. 
mathieu 

$2,500 or more

bullitt Foundation 
Fidelity charitable Gift Fund 
Jabe blumenthal
Adam Wolfensohn

$1,000 or more

Anonymous Donor of  the Northern 
Trust 
Lynn & Jerry babicka
Susan caldwell
Joan Easton
Kurtz Family Fund 
Steve & Liann Sundquist

$500 or more

Nancy c. Anderson
Anonymous Patron of  Pacer 

Foundation 
Peter caldwell
Alfred b chase
Linda Gaal
Hilary Stewart & the martha S. 
Stewart charitable Lead Trust 
michael Hirschhorn &  
Jimena P. martinez
charles Hoffman
marie-Elizabeth mali
brooke muggia
Kris Olsson
Nancy Reynolds
bruno Jean-marc Sarda
Frederick A. O. Schwarz, Jr.
James Gustave Speth

$100 or more

Fred Akers
Anonymous
Andrei Aroneanu
corina Aroneanu
Jessica bailey
Joseph R. ballou
Nancy bea
Paul bea
James becker
mary L. beebe
Thomas bickford
carolyn Patty blum
Nancy brittain
Jennifer brown
marney bruce
Rebecca burns
marcelo cabrol
bailey H. caldwell
Jennifer caldwell
Stella cambiaggio
Gail cheeseman
Sandra chelnov
Steve Levin & chris bradshaw
Susan N. clark
marco cosimi
Leslie Danoff
Gail Denemark
Henry DeNicola
Elizabeth m. Denning
Jennifer Dennis
Janet Duecy
Andrew Eil
Nick & Ava Elsner
Linda Erickson
Jeremy Faludi
Elizabeth Farnum
Joann Fernandez
John Fetters
Sam Foushee
Anna Gade
Elizabeth Grossman
Sarah G. Gund
Robert Hahn
Debbie Hicks
Pamela P. Houk
Russell Howard
Joel Huberman
Andrew Ingersoll
Raymond Ingersoll
Sarah Jones
marilyn Jordan
Norma Kafer
Heather Karlson

charles Keil
murray & Jeanie Kilgour 
Katherine Kirsch
Stanley & Shirley Ann Kritzik
Katharine Kunst & Katherine Fulton
Nancy Kurtz
benjamin Lefstein
John Lyons
Lawrence master
Tom & barbara mathieson
cis matthiessen
George & Ormsby matthiessen
bruce mcNamer
mary clare Rietz &  
michael P. marcotte
Francine miller
Kirk mills
Nancy morris
James murphy
Jon Nardelli
Shaun Nicholson
Susan Nicholson
Kumar Nochur
John Noel
Kathleen Plovnick
Julia Radwany
vicky Rateau
Richard Reidinger
Gregory Rossi
Alex Rothenberg
Janice Rous
Jennifer L. Scarlet
Frances Yvonne Schulman
Jeanette Schwarz
Samuel Wood Smith
Jon Spar
John Spragens
melody Stallings
Dana Stuart-bullock
Danile Stoltzfus martens
John Suter
Lise van Susteren
constance Gandlofi voget &  
Richard voget
Peter von christierson
Emily Walvoord
Daniel Wergin

under $100

Joan Abruzzo
Rachel Ackoff
Amerinda Alpern
Disamodha Amarasinghe
barbara Amos
vaughn Anderson
Patrick Andrews
Anonymous (24)
Daphne D. Armati
Philip Aroneanu
Helen Avery
mike Avina
Allyn bacher
Drury L. bacon, III
Ray bai
Lynne banta
Dana barhard
Juanita barrera
Patricia battle-mutter
Alex bea
margo beamer
E. Noelle beaumont

Kelly beck
Samuel bedinger
Gordon belcher
Louise bennett
David berkshire
Jessica berman
Paul berman
Robert bisson
Emily blackburn
Ron blackmore Environmental Fund
carolyn boatsman
Andrew bolton
Jennifer bolton
Gregory bondi
Joshua bondurant
marylynn boris
colby bosher
Kathleen bovello
christopher brandt
Lois braun
Daniel brett
Zach brett
Kathleen brewer
marvin brickner
Ellen brokaw
John brown
Judy bryson
Peter buck
Dorothy burkhart
Paul burman
Paul button
Patrick caldwell
Glenn R. campbell
Thomas cannady
Fritjof  capra
Josephine carothers
blanca carranza
brett cease
chloe cerutti
Amanda chalifoux
Leslie chaney
Kathleen choi
Alene cisney
ben clark
Jim clemans
Thomas coen
marilyn cohen
carolyn cole
Robert cole
beatriz collazo
Kirsten collings
Shirley comes-Jeffrey
Richard cook
Robert cooper
Timothy cornell
Jason corum
William crowley
Piyali Sen Dasgupta
Nicole Davies
David Davis
Frances Davis
James Davis
Sharon Day
Jacopo De Nardis
Kenneth Deffenbacher
Joshua DeLung
christopher Der
Arlene Diamond
meg Doherty
Jean-michel Doire
Alexander Donahue
clarence Shaheed Dubois
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finanCialS

fY10 ExpEnSES  
    

TOTal ExpEnSE fY10: $2,222,457.63 
 

The 1Sky Education Fund 
thanks the many generous 
donors whose contributions 
make our work possible. 

fY10 inCOME 
   

TOTal inCOME fY10: $1,430,130.453

foundations — $1,080,000.00 field (including CpCs) — $1,216,912.12

internet — $374,835.56indiv and Misc — $268,720.45

Contributed Services2 — $81,410.00

policy — $136,290.91 

Communications — $67,741.84

General Operations — $222,970.86

Fundraising — $203,706.34 

1SKY EDuCaTiOn funD fY101  
(October 1, 2009 - September 30, 2010)

1: These are preliminary unaudited financial statements for the 1Sky Education Fund for Fiscal year 2010.  Audited financial statements should be 
available by early 2011.

2: Contributed professional services and materials are recorded as income and expenses at the fair market value as of the date of the gift.

3: This figure includes all income pledged and received in Fy10, including funds pledged and received during Fy10 for Fy11.

Carry forward fY09 to fY10: $2,038,323
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benjamin Dugger
catherine Duso
Peter Dwyer
chris Eddleman
David Edeli
Aileen Eilert
Daniel Elitzer
Katherine Ellison
Laura Emery
Jessica Erickson Stewart
claire & Ken Fabric
John Fanselow
catherine Fattorini
Daniela Feldhausen
Laurie Fenwood
michael Fernandez
Tamar Fernandez
Thomas Fernandez
maggie Fick
Deborah Fine
Sylvia & Joel m. Fishman
Lesley Fleischman
Roberta Fleischman
LaShawn Flewellen
Leah Fotis
Julie Fox
virginia Fox
Alex & carola Foxley
Gisela & Alejandro Foxley
Nicolas Foxley
Tomas Foxley
Alan Francisco
mary Frazer
Andrew Froehle
Robert Gabriel
Kathleen Gale
Thenice Gall
William J. & Patricia m. 
Gallen
Angela Gantos
charyl Gargel
Anne Garramone
brooking Gatewood
Peggy S. Gelman
Nicole Gentile
Jeannie Gibbons
Richard Gill
Rachel H. Girshick
Peter Gordenstein
Doug Grandt
Kathy m. Grant
calvin Grasso
William Grayson
Patricia Greenberg
Sam Gregory
Joel Grow
James Hadden
Nathaniel Hagemann
catherine Hamel
mark E. Hanson
Gregory Hargraves
Rosemary Hawkins
William Hawley
Elizabeth Heavener
Joanna Hecht
Wendy Herbert
Janice Herbrand
John Heyneman
brian Higgins
Yvonne Hilton
George Hite
Harry Hochheiser

mark Hodges
mimi Hodsoll
Sara Hoffman
brigett Hollander
Eric Holmberg
Elizabeth m. Holsten
Lindsey Horner
Ic L-Engel
Janet Ievins
Jennifer Jaffe
michael Johnsen
mary Johnson
maynard Johnson
Pamela Johnston
Julianne Johnston
Lindsay Jonasson
Anne Jones
Dena Jones Trujillo
Nancy Jordan
Karen Joseph
Robert Kalayjian
Kathleen Kane
cynthia Kang
Ann Kaslow
meredith Katz
maria Kefalas
Ambika Kellems
Jennifer Keller
Kathleen Kelly
Alana Kenagy
Kathleen Kendrick
Ellen Kennedy & Stephen 
marcoux
Robert Kerr
Elizabeth Kessler
James Kessler
David Ketter
Scott Kiere
Travis King
Jerah Kirby
Aaron Kirtz
Ritsu Kondo
Aaron Krakow
David Krakow
milly Krakow
Anne Kreamer
Amelia Kroeger
Sally Ladd
Andrew Laird
Donald Landis
Richard Lane
marc Lapin
Paul Lauenstein
mary Lazzeri
Luan Le
marion Leblanc
Thomas Lee
maura Leitch
Debra Lents
Elsa Leviseur
Leonard & carol Lewensohn
Janet Lister
Roget Lockard
Alan Locklear & marie 
valleroy
Donald Long
Frank Lorch
michael Hartman & Lore 
Rosenthal
Sandra Lubarsky
Tim Lydon
mary Lynn

Anne macquarie
Nalini mahadevan
mark maisonneuve
vrinda manglik
michael marcella
virginia mariposa
David martin
Fred mathes
Jean matlack
Rebecca mccauley
Stanley mcDonald, Jr.
michael mcGiffert
Susan mcHenry
Joan chu mcIntire
Amanda mcKay
David mcKay
Robert mcKay
christopher mcKenna
Kathleen mcmahon
Abdallah & Yolande 
melkonian
Geoff  merl
Ethan merlin
brendan miller
mimsi milton
Steven mitsch
brett mohar
Garth moore
Nancy moore
Susan moorehead
Darren morris
Patrice morrow
Stephanie b. mory
Kris muller
Kevin myers
Scott myers
Debbie mytels
Stephen Neeley
David Neff
Deborah Nelson
Judy Nelson
Nelson Armour & Kathy 
Weaver 
cora Nicholson
melody Niwot
Shakti Nochur
Adam Norris
Libby Norton
Joelle Novey
Sherry Nussbaum mD
brian Olson
mandy O'Neill
Serena Osofsky
Ezriel Ostertag
Jack Partridge
Dan Peak
Alan Pearlman
April Pedersen
Teresa Perry
Lori Pickering
Dolores Pieper
Robert Plovnick
Ross Plovnick
Lucia Pollock
craig Pomranz
Joan Poor
vlad Popescu
maria Popkovacheva
Robert E. Powell
Howard Prager
William Protheroe
b.W. Radtke

Sarah Reed
Sarah Reiber
Jennifer Reichert
Terri Resley
Angela Rhone
Gelareh Riahi
Linda Richardson
Diane Richmond
Amy Richter
barbara H. Rider
Philip Rihm
Emilia Rivera
Robert Flynn
Sharon L. & John T.  Rooney
barbara Rosen
becca Rosen
Johanna Roses
Ada Rosmarin
Josh Rosmarin
barbara & Harvey 
Rothenberg
Daniel Rous
Tonya Rouse
mathers Rowley
Kendra Rubinfeld
Diane Russell
Emma Sabin
charlotte Sahnow
michael Sanders
Frederick Sanders-Fleming
meredyth Savage
Roz Savage
Janice Saxton
Sylvia Schade
Roselyn Schmitt
Philip Schrag
claire Schram
Paul Schreiber
Aaron Schreiber-Stainthorp
Walter Schwarz
Adam Scott
Krista Scott
Sharyn Scull
Suzanne Searle
John Seehousen
Kinsey Service
Roger Shamel
William Shames
beth & Ron Shapiro
Kelly Sheehan
Anne Sherman
Holly Shulman
Adi Sideman
Dr. Anita Siegman
michael Silberman
michele Silbert
Dan Silver
Gary Simpson
Jeffrey Zane Slavin
martha Sloss
Danna Smith
Fredrica & Steve Spector
barbara Springer
bob Spurr
margaret F. Squires
Jon Stein
David Stevenson
Kathleen Sutcliffe
Samuel Swift
Avon Swofford
val Tannen
John Templeton, Sr.

brad Thacker
Greg Thomas
Jennifer Thompson
Tikkun Leil Shabbat 
community Organization
Andrew Tima
Pat Tomlin
Linda Tomlinson
Alex Toplansky
Rhidaya Trivedi
chengjun Tu
Jack Tull
Amanda Udis-Kessler
Paul vance
michelle vanderhoff
Lewis vandernaald
christopher varady
Rick Wagner
Jason michael Walker
Evan Wallach
Zenta Walther
Krystyna Wamboldt
Tiffany Wang
Andrea Wardlaw
chloe Wardropper
Thomas Warrington
Gabriel Watson
Natalie Watson
Susan Weber
Don Wedd
Richard Wedel
martin Weiss
Joanna Welch
Robert Wendel
Russel West
michael Westlake
Jonathan Wheeler
Louise White
Nancy Whitlow
Rick Wicks
Hannah Wiegard
Pat Wigglesworth
cynthia c. Willauer
David Wise
George Work
Jake & Nicole Worthley
Aaron Wunsch
John Yesenosky
Alice Yutzy
Julie Zahniser
Dan Zielske
Leonard Zimmerman
carolee Zolad
Greg Zolad
Andrew Zvilna

(for bios, visit www.1sky.org/about/ourteam)

1Sky HEADquArtErS tEAm 
Ada Aroneanu, Leadership Development Coordinator
Alex Bea, Online Community Associate
Liz Butler, Deputy Campaign Director, Campaign Director  
Gillian Caldwell, Campaign Director (through 08/10)
kimberly Fountain, National Organizer Coordinator
tama Griffith, Development Assistant
Luis Hestres, Online Communications Coordinator
Isabelle Johnson, Operations Manager
Jason kowalski, Policy Coordinator
robert Lyon, Development Coordinator 
(through 03/10)
Garth moore, Internet Director
meghan Nicholson, Development Coordinator
Adi Nochur, Partnerships Coordinator
Alex Posorske, Field and Communications Manager 
(through 07/10)
Sarah Schwarz, Organizer (through 03/10)
melisa Stodieck, Organizer (through 03/10)

1Sky FELLoWS
Gabe Elsner
Julie Erickson
Nick Santos
Stefanie Zaenker

1Sky INtErNS
Emma Fernandez
Florencia Foxley
robert martinez
Amy Plovnick
Ines Ware
Ben Wessel

1Sky PHoNEBANkErS
Danny Berchenko
Erika Dixon
Spencer Ellsworth

1Sky BLoGGErS
Janelle Corn
Nick Santos
Andy Silber

1Sky FIELD orGANIZErS NAtIoNWIDE

Alaska: Alan Parks  
(Alaska Marine Conservation Council)
Arkansas: Ryan Denham
California: Sal Ramirez  
(National Hispanic Environmental Council)
Colorado: Micah Parkin
Florida: Andrea Cuccaro  
(Southern Alliance for Clean Energy)
Indiana: zachary Elliot  
(Citizens Action Coalition)
Iowa: Matt Denner
Louisiana: Jonathan Henderson  
(Gulf Restoration Network)
maryland: Ethan Nuss and Keith Harrington 
(Chesapeake Climate Action Network)
maine: Diane Russell
michigan: Jesse Worker (Clean Water Action)
minnesota: Jenna Garland (Clean Water Action 
Alliance of Minnesota) and Darrell Gerber
missouri: Ed Smith and Brad Main
montana: Beth Berlin (Climate Solutions)
Nevada: Cinthia zermeno (Progressive Leadership 
Alliance of Nevada)
New york: Lauren Schuster (NyPIRG)
North Carolina: Christopher Gianino and Veronica 
Butcher Shingleton (North Carolina Conservation 
Network)
ohio: Dan Cannon, Jen House and Joy Futrell
oregon: Jamie Hogue (Climate Solutions)
Pennsylvania: David Dix (League of young Voters)
South Carolina: Tim Liszewski, Jon Hammett
Virginia: Chelsea Harnish and Lauren Glickman 
(Chesapeake Climate Action Network)
Washington: Joelle Robinson (Climate Solutions)
Wisconsin: Katy Walter (Clean Wisconsin)

1SKY TEaM
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In addition, 1Sky underwrites organizers working 
with key constituencies:

Azibuike Akaba works with the health sector at 
Healthcare Without Harm; Justine Pattantyus works 
with the business sector at CERES; and the Energy 
Action Coalition mobilizes youth nationwide.

GrEEN CorPS orGANIZErS WorkING oN  
tHE 1Sky CAmPAIGN:
Aaron myran, Nm
Andrew Porter, WV
Ashley Lauth, AZ
Jaafer rizvi, NE
Joshua ruschhaupt, ND
miranda Carter, NH
Zachary keith, SD

1Sky StEErING CommIttEE:
(for bios, visit www.1sky.org/about/ourteam)

Beth Doglio, Campaign Director of Climate Solutions
Ivan Frishberg, Political Director of Environment America
ted Glick, Policy Director of Chesapeake 
Climate Action Network
Courtney Hight, Executive Director of Energy Action Coalition
Anne kelly, Director of Governance Programs of Ceres

Jennifer rennicks, Federal Policy Coordinator for 
Southern Alliance for Clean Energy
Samantha rodgers, Field Organizing Director for 
Greenpeace Global Warming Campaign
mike tidwell, Founder and Executive Director of Chesapeake 
Climate Action Network
Jessy tolkan, Consultant
kristen Welker-Hood, Director of Environment and Health 
Programs of Physicians for Social Responsibility

1Sky BoArD oF DIrECtorS
(for bios, visit www.1sky.org/about/ourteam)

Jessica Bailey, Vice President
kC Golden, treasurer
Bracken Hendricks
Van Jones
Bill mckibben
Billy Parish
Vicky rateau
James Gustave (‘Gus’) Speth, Secretary
Betsy taylor, President

1Sky Headquarters Team
Top left to right - Luis Hestres, Garth Moore, 
Adi Nochur, Liz Butler, Jason Kowalski, 
Kimberly Fountain
Bottom left to right - Alex Bea, Tama Griffith, 
Isabelle Johnson, Meghan Nicholson, 
Ada Aroneanu

1SKY alliES

1000 Friends of  Wisconsin
11th Hour Action
2 People.org
20/20 Action
350.org
A. Phillip Randolph Institute
Acterra: Action for a Healthy Planet
Action communication and Education 
Reform, Inc.
Action Nc
ActivUs
Advocates for Environmental Human 
Rights
Alabama Environmental council
Alabama Rivers Alliance
Alaska center for the Environment 
Alaska conservation Alliance 
Alaska conservation Solutions 
Alaska marine conservation council
Albuquerque center for Peace and 
Justice
All Souls Unitarian Universalist 
church
Alliance for Affordable Energy
Alliance for clean Energy New York
Alliance for climate Education
Alliance for Green Heat
Alliance for Planet Earth (college of  
charleston)
Alliance for Sustainability
Alliance for Sustainable colorado
Alliance of  concerned Students 
American council on Renewable 
Energy
American Lung Association in 
Washington
American Renewable Energy Day
Americans for Informed Democracy
Anacostia Watershed Society
Animal Protection voters
Appalachian voices
Arbor Hill Environmental Justice 
corporation
ARc of  Greater New Orleans
Association of  bainbridge 
communities
Association of  Family Fishermen
Atchafalaya basinkeeper
Atlanta Action!
Audubon Dakota
Audubon minnesota
Audubon North carolina
AWAREness campaign on The Human 
Population
back Porch Energy Initiative
backbone campaign
baltimore climate Action Network
baltimore Green Forum
bayou Rebirth
beczak Environmental Education 
center 
benroe Housing Initiatives
beyond coal coalition
birthright Earth
bitter Root Economic Development 

District
black Network In children's 
Emotional Health
bloomington Friends meeting 
(Quaker)
bloomington Transportation Options 
for People
blue and Yellow Logic
blue Earth Farms
boiler Green Initiative (at Purdue)
borough of  manhattan community 
college – chi Alpa Epsilon National 
Honor Society
borough of  manhattan community 
college – cLAS Executive       
borough of  manhattan community 
college – LGbT for Success 
borough of  manhattan community 
college – muslim Students 
Association 
borough of  manhattan community 
college – Organization for Student 
veterans
borough of  manhattan community 
college – Panamanian Student 
Organization 
borough of  manhattan community 
college – Phi Theta Kappa (Alpha 
Kappa chapter)
borough of  manhattan community 
college – Student World Assembly
borough of  manhattan community 
college – Theatre club  
boston climate Action Network
boulder Energy & Environmental 
Roundtable
bread for the World
brighter Planet
bronx council for Environmental 
Quality   
buffalo State college – Democracy 
matters  
buffalo State college – Ever Green 
buffalo State college – PRIDE 
Alliance 
buffalo State college – Students for 
Peace 
buffalo State college – Wilderness 
Adventures  
building and construction Trades of  
South-central Wisconsin
business Advocating Social Equity 
(bASE)
business Alliance for Local Living 
Economies
calhoun county Resource Watch
campus Progress
carbonfreeDc
carbonfund.org
caretakers of  the Environment 
International, USA branch - Oregon 
chapter
cAREUSA
carolina clean Air coalition
carolina Farm Stewardship 

Association
carolina Peace Resource center
carrots and Sticks Project
cascade climate Network
cascadia Green building council
catabwa Riverkeeper Foundation
center for a New American Dream
center for bioenvironmental Research
center for biological Diversity
center for civic Policy
center for Resource Solutions
center for Sustainable Living
central New York citizens in Action
centro Hispano of  Dane county
ceres
chesapeake climate Action Network
chesapeake Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
chesapeake Sustainable business 
Alliance
choosing Green
citizens Action coalition
citizens campaign for the 
Environment 
citizens climate Lobby
citizens for Alternatives to 
Radioactive Waste
citizens Utility board
clean Air Arkansas
clean Energy Action
clean Energy coalition
clean Energy Foundation
clean Up the River Environment 
(cURE)
clean Water Action (mI)
clean Water Action (mN)
clean Water Action (national)
clean Wisconsin
clemson Palmetto Environmental 
Action coalition
cleveland climate Watch
climate Action Alliance of  the valley
climate change Initiative of  Howard 
county
climate counts
climate crisis coalition
climate Protection campaign
climate Solutions
coastal Women for change
college at Old Westbury – c.E.O. 
Environmental Group
college at Old Westbury – Honor 
Society 
college at Old Westbury – 
HYPEPRIDE  
college at Old Westbury – Puerto 
Rican Alliance 
college at Old Westbury – Student 
Government Association   
colorado conservation voters
colorado Environmental coalition
colorado Interfaith Power and Light
colorado Jobs with Justice
colorado Progressive coalition
colorado Renewable Energy Society

colorado Springs conservation corps
columbia climate change coalition
communities in Schools -- New 
Orleans
community Energy Solutions
concord UU church Green Sanctuary 
committee
concord UU church Social Justice 
committee
conservation corps of  Greater New 
Orleans
conservation Law Foundation
conservation voters of  South 
carolina
consortium for Worker Education
cool Planet
coolmom.org
cork ReHarvest
cU Environmental Studies club
Dan River basin Association
Deep South center for Environmental 
Justice
Delaware center for Horticulture
Delawareans for Social and Economic 
Justice (DSEJ)
Delmarva citizens for climate Action
Democracy matters
Denver Area Labor Federation
Denver University Environmental 
Team (DUET)
Detroiters Working for Environmental 
Justice
Do Something
Dogwood Alliance
Dooda Desert Rock
Earth Day Network
Earth ministry
Earthkeepers
Earthprints
Earth's vibration
Earthship Florida Project
East michigan Environmental Action 
council
Eastern Shore climate Action 
Network
Eastside Audubon
Eco-Justice ministries
EcoLogic Development Fund
Ecology center of  Ann Arbor
Economics for Equity and the 
Environment Network
EcoSalon
EcoWatch Ohio
Ella baker center for Human Rights
emerging green builders IADT
Energize clinton county
Energy Action coalition
Envirolight America
Environment America
Environment colorado
Environment Iowa
Environment maine
Environment minnesota
Environment Northeast 
Environment Ohio

The following is a list of more than 600 organizations who have committed to the 1Sky Solutions and joined the 1Sky campaign as 
of September 2010. Please visit www.1sky.org/allies for a regularly updated list of 1Sky allies.
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Environmental Advisory board 
(NDSU)
Environmental coalition of  miami 
beach
Environmental Exchange
Environmental Support center
Eureka Recycling
First Unitarian Denver Green 
Sanctuaries
First UU columbus
Focus the Nation
Forest Service Employees for 
Environmental Ethics
ForestEthics
Fresh Energy
Friends committee on National 
Legislation
Friends of  Lower beaverdam
Friends of  Pierce county
Friends of  the Woods
Friends of  Westerleigh Park 
Fuse Washington
Futurewise
Galveston baykeeper
Garrison Institute -- Initiative on 
Transformational Ecology
Global Exchange
Global Green
Global Source Network (Sustainable 
Schools Project)
Global Warming Action Alliance
Global Warming Education Network
Go Green Amarillo
Go Green NOLA
Golden Oldy cyclery & Sustainability
Grassroots Netroots Alliance
Greater Seattle climate Dialogues
Greater Washington Interfaith Power 
& Light
Green Action at Washington 
University
Green Action Network
Green America
Green change
Green concord
Green Dmv
Green for All
GREEN IS DEAD
GREEN Northampton
Green Project UNI
Green Think Tank for the Disability 
community
Greenation
Greenbelt climate Action Network
Greenbelt conservancy 
GreenJays (creighton University, 
Omaha, NE)
Greenlands:  Neighbors for climate 
Action in Newslands
Greenpeace
GreenWheels Sustainable 
Transportation Project
Growth and Justice
Gulf  of  mexico Foundation
Gulf  Restoration Network
Gulfport Land Trust
Hansville Greenway
Harper Park Improvement
Health care Without Harm
Health Planet/Healthy School Lunch 
Program 
HealthyLife Foundation

High Plains Environmental center 
High Road for Human Rights
Hip-Hop caucus
HIRE mN
Hispanic Apostolate
Holistic moms Network
Hollygrove cDc
Hood canal coalition
Hoosier Environmental council
HOTTPAc.org
Human Rights Action Service
humanitarianism first
Hunter college – Roosevelt Institution
Hunter college – Solar Project 
I.D.E.A.S. (Intellectual Decsions on 
Environmental Awareness Solutions)
IbEW 2249
IbEW 725
I'm for Iowa
Immaculate Heart of  mary
Indiana Forest Alliance
Indigenous Peoples International
INFORm, Inc. 
INPIRG
Inspiring Action
Institute for Agriculture and Trade 
Policy
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
Institute for Social and Economic 
Development (ISED)
Institute for Sustainable communities 
(ISc)
Institute of  climate Studies, USA
Interfaith council for Peace and 
Justice
Interfaith Environmental Alliance
Interfaith Power and Light
International Rivers
Iowa Global Warming campaign
Iowa Interfaith Power and Light
Iowa Oxfam Action corps
Iowa Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
Iraq veterans Against the War 
Albuquerque
IU Green campus
JDS Environmental club
JOb1 (New Orleans Office of  
Workforce Development)
Kensho community
Kids Love mother Earth
Kids vs. Global Warming
Kilowatt Ours
Kitchen Table climate Working Group
Kitsap citizens for Responsible 
Planning
Labor Network for Sustainability
Laborers International Union of  
North America
Lafayette Square conservancy
Laptops to Lesotho Inc.
League of  conservation voters
League of  Young voters
Levees.org
Life more Natural
LiveEarth
Living Liberally 
Local Development corporation of  
West bronx
Local Growers Guild
Local motion
Long Island city business 

Development corporation
Long Island Neighborhood Network 
Louisiana bucket brigade
Louisiana charter boat Association
Louisiana Environmental Action 
Network
Loyola University community Action 
Program
LUchA- Latinos United for change 
and Advancement 
Lutheran Public Policy Office
mAA center
madison-area Urban ministry
magothy River Association
maine Interfaith Power and Light
maine League of  Young voters
maine Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
maryland League of  conservation 
voters
massachusetts climate Action 
Network
massachusetts Power Shift
may Day, Inc
men United for a better Philadelphia
mercy for Animals
metro St. Louis coalition for Inclusion 
& Equity, m-SLIcE
miami University -- Green Oxford
michigan coalition on the 
Environment and Jewish Life
michigan Student Sustainability 
coalition
midwest Renewable Energy 
Assocation
minnesota center for Environmental 
Advocacy
minnesota conservation Federation
minnesota Food Association
minnesota Public Interest Research 
Group (mPIRG)
minnesota Renewable Energy 
Association
minnesota Trout Unlimited
missouri coalition for the 
Environment
missouri State -- Students for a 
Sustainable Future
missouri votes conservation
missourians Organized for Reform 
and Equality (mORE)
mizzou for change
monarch Effect Foundation
mondo bizarro
montana Economic Developers 
Association
montana Renewable Energy 
Association
mossville Environmenal Action Now
mothers Acting Up
mothers For Alaska
mountain Association for community 
Economic Development
moving Forward Gulf  coast
National Association of  Development 
Organizations -- Research Foundation
National center for Appropriate 
Technology
National Education Association 
student program
National Hispanic Environmental 
council

National Parks conservation 
Association (Nv office)
National Resources Defense council
National Wildlife Federation
Native Workplace
Natural Resources council of  maine
Natural Systems Solutions
Necessity Housing
Neighborhoods Organizing for 
change
Nevada conservation League
New Energy Economy
New Era colorado
New Hampshire Alliance of  Retired 
Americans
New Hampshire council of  churches
New Hampshire Wind Energy 
Association
New mexico Oxfam Action corps
New mexico Youth Organized
New Orleans center for community 
Justice
New Orleans Fair Housing Action 
coalition
New voice of  business
New York city college of  Technology 
– Anime and Gaming Underground
New York city college of  Technology 
– black male Initiative   
New York city college of  Technology 
– Ecco Envy 
New York city college of  Technology 
– Haitian clubInternational business 
Organization  
New York city college of  Technology 
– International business Organization  
New York city college of  Technology 
– International Student Alliance  
New York city college of  Technology 
– mechanical Engineering club 
New York city college of  Technology 
– muslim Student Association 
New York Student Sustainability 
coalition
NextNow collaboratory
nh green coalition
NHTI Environmental Action club
NOLA YURP
NomadsLand LLc
North bay Institute of  Green 
Technology-Youth Green Jobs Sonoma
North carolina coastal Federation
North carolina conservation Network
North carolina Fair Share
North carolina Interfaith Power and 
Light
North carolina Justice center
North carolina Sierra club
North carolina Sustainable Energy 
Association
North Dakota Peace coalition
North Kitsap climate change 
Strategy 
Northeast Organic Farmer's 
Association—NH
Northern Alaska Environmental 
center
Northshore Waterfront conservancy 
Northwest Environmental Education 
council
NY Dark Sky Society 
NYPIRG

NYS PRIDE Alliance
Ohio citizen Action
Ohio Ecological Food and Farming 
Association
Ohio Environmental council
Ohio Farmers Union
Ohio Interfaith Power and Light
Ohio League of  conservation voters
Ohio Student Environmental coalition
Oil change International
One Hood
One vision/One Life
OPIRG
Opportunity maine
Oregon council Trout Unlimited
Oregon Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
Oregon Wild
Organic consumers Association
Organize Now
Organizers in the Land of  
Enchantment (OLE)
Orion Grassroots Network
Oxfam America
Oxfam minnesota
Pachamama Alliance
Pamlico Tar River Foundation
Pangea House
Parents for climate Protection
Partnership for Earth Spirituality
Passive House Institute US
Pax christi New Orleans
Peace Action
Peace Economy Project
Peaceful Uprising
PeaceWorks Kc
Pennsylvania AFL-cIO
Physicians for Social Responsibility
Plains Justice
Plymouth congregational church
Population Action International
Positive Energy: bainbridge Alliance 
for clean Power
Post carbon Institute
Post carbon San mateo county
Prairie Dog Pals
Presentation of  the blessed virgin 
mary
Presidential climate Action Project
PRIScm
Progressive cheverly
Progressive Leadership Alliance of  
Nevada
ProgressNow
ProgressOhio
Protect Our Winters
Puentes New Orleans
Pursuit of  Happiness
Quaker Earthcare Witness
Quarterlife
Queens college – Environmental club 
Queens college – Guyanese Student 
Association 
Queens college – International 
Students club 
Queens college – La Tertulia
Queens college – Political Science 
club  
Queens college – Soccer club 
Queens college – Step Team 
Queens college – United People 
Queens college – WQmc Radio

Rainforest Action Network
ReEnergizeKc
REEvA
Religious Action center
Religious Witness for the Earth
Renew missouri
RENEW Wisconsin
Repower Arkansas
Rescue Earth
Resource And Promotion of  Health 
Alliance, Inc. (RAPHA)
Riders for Health
Ripple Glass
River Network
Roanoke valley cool cities coalition
Roosevelt Institution
Roza Promotions, Inc.  
San Francisco 4 Democracy
Save It Now, Glades!
Save Our Shores! Florida
Sc Nature-based Tourism Association
Sc Progressive Network
Sc Small business chamber of  
commerce
Sc Solar business Alliance
School Sisters of  Notre Dame
Seacoast center for Sustainability
Seattle Renewable Energy meet up
Second Nature
Second Presbyterian church
SEED coalition
Seventh Generation
Shalom center
Shanahan Neighbors for climate 
Action
Sierra Student coalition
Simplicity matters Earth Institute
Siouxland Peace coalition
Sisters of  St. Joseph of  carondelet 
and consociates, Justice commission
SisterSong
Social Justice cmte, First Unitarian 
church of  Lynchburg
Sojourner Truth center
Solar Nation
Solar One
Southern Alliance for clean Energy
Southern calvert Land Trust
Southern Energy Network
Southern Nevada Young Women's 
collaborative
SouthWings
Spark Reproductive Justice Now
St. Joan of  Arc's Eco-Spirituality 
committee
St. Louis Earth Day
St. Louis Inter-Faith committee on 
Latin America
Staten Island YmcA counseling 
Service
Stop the War machine
Student Environmental Association
Student Sustainability coalition
Students for a Democratic Society 
NDSU chapter
Students United For a Responsible 
Global Environment (SURGE)
Summit Democratic club
Summit Green
SUNY cortland – Alliance of  Physical 
Education majors
SUNY cortland – Debate Team

SUNY cortland – French club
SUNY cortland – Political Science 
Association 
SUNY cortland – Students for a 
valuable Environment
SUNY ESF Honor Society (Alpha Xi 
Sigma)
Sustainable Arizona
Sustainable business council
Sustainable Homer 
Sustainable Sandhills 
Sustainable South bronx
Sustainable Worthington
Sustainmaine
SustaiNYc
SWWAP
Syracuse University – Animal Rights 
Organization
Syracuse University – Association for 
Student Elderly connection  
Syracuse University – Food Not 
bombs
Syracuse University – Rugby club
Tahoma Organizer
Tallahassee citizens climate Lobby
TEJAS
Terrain.org: A Journal of  the built & 
Natural Environments
Texas climate Emergency campaign
The Abundance Foundation
The campus Tv
The cHANGE Agency
The citizens' Think Tank on Growing a 
Legacy Economy
The Green center
The Green Institute
The Green Project
The Grow Local colorado campaign
The Heart of  the Healer Foundation
The Idea village
The Lands council
The Living cosmos Society
The Lower 9th Ward center for 
Sustainable Engagement and 
Development
The OmNI center
The Phoenix Sun
The Urban charette
The village Way
Thunder Hill Park Alliance
Transition Denver
Transportation Alternatives 
Transportation choices coalition
Transportation Riders United
Treadwell Institute
TRENDz (Taking Responsibility and 
Education into New Directions)
Trinity conference center
Tropical Audubon Society
True majority -- a project of  US Action
Trust For Working Landscapes
Tulane center for Public Service
Tulane Environmental Action League
Tulane Environmental Law clinic
U.b.c Assciation
UN Association of  America
UN Kick the carbon Habit campaign
Union of  concerned Scientists
Unitarian Universalist Association
Unitarian Universalist community of  
columbia
Unitarian Universalist congregation

Unitarian Universalist Environmental 
Action committee
Unitarian Universalist Legislative 
ministry california
Unitarian Universalist ministry for 
Earth
UniversalGiving
Urban Agenda
Urban Economic Development 
Association
Urban League of  Greater madison
US climate Emergency council
US Green commerce
US Green Schools Foundation
utah bioneers
UU Green Sanctuary Task Force
UWL Environmental council
UWL Progressives
valley Watch
vAYLA-NO
vermont Natural Resources council
veterans For Peace -- Northeast Ohio 
chapter
village commons
voices for Earth Justice
Washington Environmental council
Washington Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
Washington State Nurses Association
Washington Wildlife Federation
Waterkeeper Alliance  
We cAN Recycle
West metro Global Warming Action 
Group
West Sound conservation council
West virginia Public Workers Union 
(UE Local 170)
Western Nc Physicians for Social 
Responsibility
Western North carolina Alliance
What If  You Knew
WildEarth Guardians
Will Steger Foundation
Winter Wildlands Alliance
Winthrop University -- Student 
Environmental Action coalition
Wisconsin council of  churches
Wisconsin Environment
Wisconsin Environmental Initiative
Wisconsin Interfaith climate and 
Energy campaign
Wisconsin Network for Peace and 
Justice
Women making a Difference
Women of  color United
Women's Environment and 
Development Organization
Women's Environmental Institute
Women's Health and Justice 
Initiative/New Orleans Women's 
Health clinic (WHJI/NOWHc)
Women's International League for 
Peace and Freedom, Greeley branch
"Women's voices Raised for Social 
Justice-Environmental Focus Group"
Working Films
World Team Now
Yale Student Environmental coalition
Young People for the American Way
Your Environmental Road Trip
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